For Immediate Release

GEORESEARCH TO ACQUIRE TWO MOTOROLA POSITIONING DEVICE PRODUCT LINES

Vienna, VA, January 4, 1995 - GeoResearch, Inc., the developer of the patented GeoLink® GPS/GIS Mapping System has signed an agreement with Motorola to acquire and distribute two Motorola positioning device product lines.

GeoResearch will purchase Motorola's LGT 1000 and Six Gun product lines and provide all sales and marketing support for the products. The two GPS-based products have extensive Geographic Information Systems (GIS) application, a strong complement to GeoResearch's industry focus.

Terms of the purchase agreement were not disclosed.

"This acquisition underscores GeoResearch's commitment to provide full open systems capability and complete solutions to the GPS/GIS mapping and vehicle tracking industries," said Douglas Richardson, GeoResearch president and founder.

The LGT 1000 is a handheld GPS receiver, used in the field to collect GIS position and attribute information which can be integrated thoroughly with a wide range of GIS or CAD systems. The Six Gun products are used for various applications in vehicle tracking, field location and real-time differential correction applications.

Motorola will continue to provide hardware warranty service for the two devices still covered by warranty and GeoResearch will provide software support.

GeoResearch and Motorola have had a long-standing relationship in creating products for the Geographic Information Systems marketplace. The Motorola LGT 1000 contains the GeoLink data collector software developed by GeoResearch. Motorola plans to continue to work with GeoResearch to develop field mapping and vehicle tracking solutions using Motorola GPS technology.

The product lines acquired by GeoResearch also integrate well with other GeoResearch product lines. GeoLink's unique open systems approach enables GeoLink users to work with nearly all other GIS and GPS products.

GeoResearch is the world's leading innovator of Global Positioning Systems/Geographic Information Systems (GPS/GIS) technologies and is developer of the patented GeoLink® GPS/GIS Mapping System. GeoResearch also provides comprehensive GPS/GIS and environmental services to governments and industries worldwide.
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